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Address Oruii Mirror Corp 
No108, Changzhou Road, 
266300 Jiaozhou

Country China (People´s Republic)

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Mirror sheet series: 
Silver coating mirror; aluminum coating mirror; copper free mirror; lead free mirror; concentrating solar mirror.

 

Tinted mirror series: 
Black mirror, bronze mirror, blue mirror, grey mirror, golden mirror, green mirror, violet mirror.

Safety mirror series: 
Vinyl film mirror (CATI, smooth film), vinyl film mirror (CATII, woven film).

Mirror edge working and deep processing series: 
Bevel edge, flat edge, round edge, arris edge, polished edge. Drill hole, groove, curve, temper, shape, acid, etch, sandblast, crush, mosaic.

Finished mirror. 
Oval mirror, rectangular mirror, circle mirror, square mirror, octagon mirror, arch mirror, irregular shape mirror, wave mirror, west mirror, cut mirror,
frameless mirror.Bathroom mirror, pocket mirror, over door mirror, furniture mirror, wall mirror, cheval mirror, home mirror, car mirror, mosaic mirror,
dressing mirror, vanity mirror, modern mirror, decorative mirror, cosmetic mirror, antique mirror, metal mirror, wooden mirror, full length mirror, crushed
mirror, mirror tiles, sliding door mirror, etc.

Glass series: 
Float glass, reflective glass, patterned glass, tempered glass, low emission glass, low iron glass, solar glass, varnished glass, tinted glass, laminated
glass, acid etched glass, glass block, crushed glass, mosaic glass, etc.
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